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Disclosure

• Some of this talk is controversial.  

• It is not my purpose to disparage any 
particular practice

• Broad patterns of medical progress/ 
innovation/ evidence (& hijacked) and 
missteps in medicine

• @vinayprasad82



What is Medical Reversal?

Often in medicine new practices replace older ones.

H2 -> PPI

MOMP -> MOPP -> ABVD

Streptokinase -> TPA -> PCA BM stent/-> drug eluting



What is Medical Reversal?

Many other times, something we had been doing is 
found to be no better or worse than a prior or lesser 
standard of care (incd. doing nothing)

Routine use of Swan Ganz for monitoring ICU patients

Routine HT for post-menopausal women

Routine PCA for stable angina



What is Medical Reversal?

Is much more like this….



Definition of Medical Reversal

A large, well done study; typically RCT (with 
better blinding/controls/ power/ endpoints aka 
less bias) contradicts current medical practice



Similar to other concepts

• No-value or low-value care

• De-adopt failed practices

• Contradicted or refuted practices

• Slow med
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Though common practice, ASTRAL 
showed no benefit for stenting 
over optimal medical 
management for RAS

NEJM 2009



Niacin, Fenofibrate



Steroid injection for spinal stenosis
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Our own estimate



How often does it happen?
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How often does it happen?

We detail all 146 Reversals in the 
Supplementary Appendix



Reversals include

• Medications/ Procedures/ Devices/ Surgeries/ 
Screening tests/ OTC medications/ Vitamins/ 
Supplements/ Treatment algorithms (P2y12 
testing)/ Diagnostic instruments (Swan Ganz)/ 
Systems interventions/ Quality and 
performance measures

• In short, every corner of health care
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What are the harms of reversal

• Harms are threefold:

• People who undergo the practice during the years 
it fell in favor

• People who undergo the practice during the lag 
time before it falls out of favor

Ten years of inertia

• Loss of trust in medical system
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Why does Reversal happen?

• We adopted something based on inadequate & biased studies 
(w/o definitive trials ongoing or forthcoming)
– Pathophysiology alone
– Pathophysiology plus anecdotal evidence
– Epidemiological evidence (with residual confounding)
– Historical controlled evidence
– Randomized trials

• Inappropriate controls (too young/ non representative)
• Inappropriate dosing/ comparators/ concom. medications
• Single center
• Drug run periods
• Inappropriate endpoints (surrogates)
• Early termination
• Selective reporting/ publication bias

– Meta-analysis – based on caliber of included studies & completeness

Pragmatic



Observational/ Epidemiology studies 
can say anything

Hazard Ratio
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Propensity score is not better

• Literature on concordance of RCT & Obs on 
same Q (a select set)



Drug run in periods

• Test a different 
question:  whether it 
is better to stay on 
Entresso or switch to 
enalapril after 
exposure to both 
agents for unequal 
time



Sham controls needed
for subjective endpoints

• Meniscectomy for knee OA

• Debridement for knee OA

• RV pacing for HOCM

• Vertebroplasty

• Lumbar steroid injections

• PCA for stable angina (IMA ligation, Cobb)
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What about RCTs of parachutes



What about RCTs of parachutes

• Two limits of the analogy

• 1.  A single clear etiology (BCR-ABL)

– Trauma –

• 2.  A  huge effect size



Prior “parachutes” were no such thing



Most medical practices don’t have 
large treatment effects



Some advances have been tested 
without RCT







The arc of medicine

• History has taught us that the arc of medicine 
bends towards higher standards of evidence
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Questions

Purpose of this talk is not to litigate any particular practice

But to speak broadly about patterns of medical progress and 
missteps.

If you liked the talk, check out the book

• @vinayprasad82


